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Are Bitcoins and Cryptocurrencies Your Ticket to Financial Success? Explore These Exciting New

Possibilities in This Book! ~ READ FREE WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED ~BONUS RIGHT AFTER THE

CONCLUSION - ACT NOW BEFORE ITâ€™S GONE!Bitcoins, Litecoins, Dogecoins, and other

cryptocurrencies are a recently developed form of currency that provide a digital alternative to the

paper money we are all used to. These are becoming increasingly popular, and provide some new

and exiting opportunities for those ready to embrace cryptocurrency to start investing and mining in

order to make a profit. This book will easily guide you through what could be a confusing and

overwhelming topic for those who aren't familiar with Bitcoins and their like. Learn about

cryptocurrencies and the technology needed to mine them, how to safely and profitably invest, and

the tax issues related to this new form of currency.Here's a Preview of What You Will Learn* What

is cryptocurrency?* How are cryptocurrencies different from traditional currency?* Can you make a

profit in cryptocurrency mining?* Why is Bitcoin the most common cryptocurrency?* What are other

popular cryptocurrencies?* How to mine cryptocurrencies* Investing in cryptocurrencies * What tax

issues are associated with them?This is First Edition â€“ More Updated Editions Coming

Soon!DOWNLOAD NOW! Scroll up to Buy with One-Click!Comments From Other Readers"I've

heard about Bitcoin, but didn't even realize that there are other types of cryptocurrencies out there.

Reading this book was a great way to learn about the difference between all the types and figure out

what I want to invest in." â€“ Michelle R. (Pueblo, CO, USA)"Great book! I really enjoyed how

thoroughly it went over cryptocurrencies and feel like I have a much better idea of what they are and

how I can get involved in using them now." â€“ Richard S. (Alberta, Canada)"It was great reading

about the different ways to make a profit using Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies. There is a lot of

potential in this new type of money, and I'm excited that I know more about it now!" â€“ Brenda M.

(Madrid, Spain)
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This book reads like a college kid's lecture notes. The author appears to have studiously written

down terse summaries of what he has read or was told, but you have little confidence that he has

any real understanding of the subject. And, more importantly, you, the reader, are unlikely to gain

any but the most superficial understanding of what crypto-currencies are and how they work. There

is no "explanation" or "fleshing out" of any of the notes. So, if you "missed the lecture" then you are

simply "out of luck."If you had taken a course in crypto-currencies, these "lecture notes" would

constitute a decent review of the material for your final exam. But, if you relied on these notes

entirely to pass the final, you'd almost certainly have to declare crypto-currency bankruptcy.

If you are interested in bitcoins, or want to know more about them, then you have come to the right

place. Bitcoin is the first accepted form of digital currency and has many benefits as well as

dangers. The book will not make you a wizard in this subject, because it is a basics book, but it will

give you sufficient basics to help you to go to the next higher step. If Bitcoins have puzzled you,

then here is the book to start with. Highly recommended!

I knew bitcoins and I used it before, but I am not aware of litecoins and dogecoins. Bitcoin is more

popular than others. There are many websites for bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies you can visit,

but only few of them are legit. I really want to try investing on this type of currencies, but I am too

afraid to try because I barely knew anything of this currency. But with the help of this book. I think I

will.I love how the author really start explaining what is Cryptocurrencies, it's history, bitcoin as a

standard cryptocurrency, its alternative until the discussion of cryptocurrency mining and taxation



issues on cryptocurrencies. This book is very informative and very useful. If you are planning to

invest in Bitcoins and other cryptocurrencies or you are just curious, this book is for you. The price is

too good for the value that you can get from it.

Great book Bitcoin; I bought a number of the books on the subject and of the four labeled Step by

Step only one bothered to actually provide some sort of step by step guide. The first few chapters

are hard to understand without having a broad understanding of Bitcoin already. Also, the text

assumes the graphics are in color but they are not. This makes it hard to follow some of the

examples. There are FREE websites that can give you beginner information. It gives enough

information to know how start acquiring BitCoin, using it to buy or send to someone, and explanation

of the important terms and processes, and the benefits and precautions. Please play it safe backup

wallets, paper wallets, etc. Very good book for learning about Bitcoin.

Tim Harris author of Bitcoin: Mastering Bitcoin & Cyptocurrency for Beginners - Bitcoin Basics,

Bitcoin Stories, Dogecoin, Reinventing Money & Other Digital Currencies presents all the essential

elements you need to learn about Bitcoinâ€™s Structure and how to properly invest and mine

Cryptocurrencies. Tim Harris mentions the advantages and disadvantages of each one and he

states some facts about them throughout history. His guidelines and the tools he suggests adopting

can lead to some earn opportunities such digital currencies offer. In any case the book is

enlightening and I really enjoyed reading it. It is a brilliant book for beginners and you should give it

a try.

The first that I have encountered this type of currency was when I watched the movie Dope. The

boy used bitcoin to hide his earnings from selling dope so that it would not be traceable back to him.

This type of money is a virtual currency in which it could not be issued by any authority thereby

making it safe for anyone to invest on it. I like how this book is structured to explain this kind of

information. It has a great introduction as well as its book cover that attracts potential investors

making them curious as to the potential use of this fiat.

I was intrigued with Bitcoin mainly because it has been all over social media sites. Aside from

earning popularity online, I have been reading positive things about it. This book has provided me

so much information that I need to know about Bitcoin. I rate the book as awesome!! From an

entrepreneur like me, I am still finding ways on how to expand earnings not only coming from



mainstream business ventures but also from these virtual currencies. Diversion and aggressiveness

is key to earning more. So the more avenues you choose to invest your money, the more you can

see results.

I was puzzled on what Bitcoin is. I mean, I heard people talking on trading Bitcoins and that it's

some kind of virtual money, but never fully understood what it really is. This book provides answers

to people like me, who don't know a thing about it, but also gives some advanced learning on

cryptocurrencies. So, if you are interested in mining cryptocurrencies, I would suggest reading this

book, since it gives an overview what kind of equipment you need, obstacles you may encounter

and ways to do it. Also, it gives tips on investing in cryptocurrencies. Overall, very nice book. I've

been searching for something like this.
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